Senior Years Education Tours
(Year 10 – Year 12)
Adelaide Gaol’s ‘Senior Years’ education tours are an informative, engaging and an intriguing
learning experience based in the South Australian Curriculum and the SACE framework.

Inspirational Tour (English, Art, Photography)
Students will learn about the history of the Adelaide Gaol, important characters, infamous
prisoners, their crimes and personal stories. These stories provide a plethora of information
that may be used as inspiration for art and photography classes and persuasive and creative
writing.

Highlights:


First Australians



European Settlement



Gaol Construction



Building Adelaide’s Roads



Women in Gaol



Children in Gaol



Toilet Talk



Illnesses at the Gaol



Executions



New Building Construction



World War 2 and Military Occupation



Important Characters



Infamous Prisoners

SACE
Legal Studies Tour - SACE 1
Students explore South Australia's legal history and the dynamic nature of the Australian legal
system and its origins. Students are provided with an insight into historical law-making, dispute
resolution, and the administration of justice. Students will be able to reflect on, and make
informed judgments about the strengths and weaknesses of the Australian legal system.


Aboriginal and Torres Straight Islander Communities



Law and Society



People, Structures, and Processes



Law-making



Justice and Society



Young People and the Law



Motorists and the Law – 1980’s punishment

Legal Studies Tour - SACE 2
Students explore South Australia's legal history and the dynamic nature of the Australian
legal system and its origins. Students are provided with an insight into historical law-making,
dispute resolution, and the administration of justice. Students will be able to reflect on, and
make informed judgments about the strengths and weaknesses of the Australian legal
system.



Aboriginal and Torres Straight Islander Communities



The Australian Legal System



Constitutional Government



Law-making



Justice Systems

Aboriginal Studies Tour - SACE 1
Students explore the historical and contemporary experiences that are of significance to
South Australian Aboriginal peoples and communities.


Historical Experiences



Community Experiences



Local Resources



Past and Present Connections

Aboriginal Studies Tour - SACE 2
Students explore the historical and contemporary experiences that are of significance to
South Australian Aboriginal peoples and communities.



Historical Experiences



Diversity and Identities



Cultural Expressions



Contemporary Experiences.

Tourism Tour - SACE 1
Students develop an understanding of the nature of tourists and the tourism industry at one
of Adelaide’s local dark tourism sites. Students will be involved in discussions about
economic, social, cultural, and environmental impacts and interactions of tourism activity.



Understanding the Tourism Industry



Identifying Visitors and Hosts



Creating Sustainable Tourism



Working in the Tourism Industry

Tourism Tour - SACE 2
Students develop an understanding of the nature of tourists and the tourism industry at one
of Adelaide’s local dark tourism sites. Students will be involved in discussions about
economic, social, cultural, and environmental impacts and interactions of tourism activity.



Operations and Structures of the Tourism Industry



Travellers’ Perceptions



Interaction of Host Community and Visitor



Planning for and Managing Sustainable Tourism

